In conceptual design, it is important to develop functional structures which reflect the rich experience in the knowledge from previous design failures. Especially, if a designer learns possible abnormal behaviors from a previous design failure, he or she can add an additional function which prevents such abnormal behaviors and faults. To do this, it is a crucial issue to share such knowledge about possible faulty phenomena and how to cope with them. In fact, a part of such knowledge is described in FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis) sheets, function structure models for systematic design and fault trees for FTA (Fault Tree Analysis). The problems on which we focus in this paper are that such knowledge scatters around in several knowledge formats such as functional structures and FMEA sheets, and hence interoperability among them is low. Aiming to promote sharing of such knowledge among designers, this paper proposes an integration model and, a system to transform an extended functional model into a task-dependent knowledge model (FMEA sheet, for example) semi-automatically based on ontology engineering. The integration model includes both knowledge about functional structures and possible faulty behaviors. In order to transform the models, the system uses two ontologies for the two knowledge models, each of which defines fundamental concepts in each model to capture the target world from its own viewpoint. The system transforms the knowledge models using ontology mapping knowledge, which specifies the correspondences (mapping) between concepts in the ontologies. This paper discusses the contents of the ontologies, the ontology mapping knowledge, and the transformation system.
Summary
In conceptual design, it is important to develop functional structures which reflect the rich experience in the knowledge from previous design failures. Especially, if a designer learns possible abnormal behaviors from a previous design failure, he or she can add an additional function which prevents such abnormal behaviors and faults. To do this, it is a crucial issue to share such knowledge about possible faulty phenomena and how to cope with them. In fact, a part of such knowledge is described in FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis) sheets, function structure models for systematic design and fault trees for FTA (Fault Tree Analysis). The problems on which we focus in this paper are that such knowledge scatters around in several knowledge formats such as functional structures and FMEA sheets, and hence interoperability among them is low. Aiming to promote sharing of such knowledge among designers, this paper proposes an integration model and, a system to transform an extended functional model into a task-dependent knowledge model (FMEA sheet, for example) semi-automatically based on ontology engineering. The integration model includes both knowledge about functional structures and possible faulty behaviors. In order to transform the models, the system uses two ontologies for the two knowledge models, each of which defines fundamental concepts in each model to capture the target world from its own viewpoint. The system transforms the knowledge models using ontology mapping knowledge, which specifies the correspondences (mapping) between concepts in the ontologies. This paper discusses the contents of the ontologies, the ontology mapping knowledge, and the transformation system. 
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